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ArcTitan works seamlessly with MS Office 365 to enhance the end-user email experience. 
Offering the fastest, simplest and most advanced search functionality on the market 
today, ArcTitan enables the enduser to find any email in seconds, without leaving Outlook. 

AArcTitan also provides a sophisticated and fast eDiscovery tool for authorised privileged 
users. eDiscovery searches are closely monitored and audited and can provide evidential 
weight for legal and HR issues - when your business needs them most. For mobile users, 
ArcTitan provides email access to users on the move with limited information risk to your 
organisation as no data is stored on the mobile device.

Where compliance matters, ArcTitan’s tamper-evident journal archive provides the 
guarantee that your archive is complete and accurate, removing the risk of end user 
modifications, whether accidental or malicious.modifications, whether accidental or malicious.

ArcTitan delivers real business benefits and return on investment, 
making your email service a cost-effective business asset.

Boost Employee Productivity   

Eliminate PST Files      

Superior Findability      

GDPR Compliance

ArcTitan’s simple delegated email access function is the perfect solution to deal with leavers’ email.

Leavers’ emails are retained, no user licence required, guaranteeing cost effective access to all legacy email.

How will you manage people who leave your organisation?

ArcTitan gives you a better way to preserve all your emails and make them 
available to all users, via Outlook. ArcTitan provides a simple and effective 
way to manage your move to the cloud, without disrupting email access 
for your users.

From day one on MS Office 365 your users will still want access to their 
old email. Making this available means either importing data to the cloud, 
or running two email systems in parallel.

What will you do with your existing emails?

Provide enriched searching, making Outlook the best place to find any 
email whenever you need it!

Streamline your migration to Office 365, empowering all users with simpler, 
faster access to email and future-proof your move to the cloud.

ArcTitan will:

Email Archiving for Office 365
Getting the most out of Office 365

How does ArcTitan enhance Office 365?


